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Tailor-made workshops
- A JOINT COMPETENCE INCREASE

Combine competence development and problem solving
in a company-adapted workshop at the Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies
Tailor-made workshops are currently the fastest growing part of CIFS’s activities,
since they can be used for almost any purpose and are adapted to current demands.
Workshops can rapidly and inexpensively move a company, and contribute to creating
consensus among participants regarding a specific problem.
CIFS has run a number of workshops for companies and organizations in
Europe, North America, Africa, and Asia with e.g. the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplification of workflow in an international corporation
Development of internal course leaders in an international corporation
Clarification of required competencies and qualifications for project managers
in an international corporation
Positioning of an American retail chain
Innovation in a Danish industrial company
Business strategy in a Danish municipality
Promotion of future-oriented thinking among young leaders in a MiddleEastern nation
Future-oriented requirement specification for new headquarters of a Norwegian bank

Read more about CIFS’s tailored workshops and see more references at:
www.iff.dk/en/workshops.asp. You can also contact us at cifs@cifs.dk / +45 3311 7176.
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CIFS’S WORKSHOPS ARE CHARACTERISED BY:
• Combining high professional standards with inspiration
and original thinking
• Being tailored to a specific purpose on the basis of a concrete problem
• Ensuring regular dialogue between CIFS and your
company in the initial phase
• Having a high degree of flexibility in preparation and
implementation
• Duration of 1-? days according to your company’s needs
• Makes use of futurist techniques like scenarios, megatrends, etc.
• Focusing on relevance, process and results

REFERENCE
In a situation with re-organisation in order to insure the
organization against future challenges and demands, the
Institute’s planned workshops with descriptions of future
megatrends, scenarios, and flex-cultural competencies has
proven crucially important for the organization’s understanding of its future work environment.
Bo Jesper Hansen, President, CEO, MD, PhD,
Swedish Orphan International AB

